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as if at the nape of the neck. Caruso St John suggested 
a simplified scheme of picking out the mouldings 
alongside a colour palette that subtlety intensified the 
shortlived colours revealed in paint scrape tests.

Certainly the infirm and those who arrive in 
wheelchairs will feel the difference. The Philharmonic 
faces the street with curvaceous turrets of stair towers 
that once fed the cheap seats direct; there was no grand 
foyer en route, just a narrow bar at the top of a steep 
climb. One of the turrets has become an all-level lift 
which now whizzes up from the intense purple foyer, 
stopping at the voluminous green of the main bar en 
route to the deep circle at the top of the concert hall. It is 
a nicely turned morality tale of exclusivity converted to 
inclusivity. 

But whatever anyone else misses, neither the 
performers nor the staff could have overlooked the 
transformation of their world. For a year the hall 
was dark, the orchestra performing elsewhere as a 
hugely ambitious six month programme took apart 
and reconstructed the hall and front of house, adding 
air conditioning, new acoustic surfaces and staging. 
It shifted the basement café to a revitalised Grand 
Foyer while stashing more loos in the basement (and 
those red, red loos are a performance in themselves, 
including the angular geometry of the white wiring on 
the underside of the ceiling slab). Then the  back stage 
was shifted to temporary huts on the car park alongside 
as the season got up and running again. Only in autumn 
2014 did the back of house reopen in its new home. The 

1 Entrance foyer
2  Grand Foyer
3  Box office
4  New lift
5 Auditorium
6  Stalls
7  Circle
8 Dressing room
9   Terrace (loading area 

below)
10 Warm up/ recording room
11 Store (side stage below)
12 Bar
13  Music Room
14 Green room
15 Offices

Axonometric

One of the turrets 
has become an  
all-level lift which 
now whizzes up 
from the intense 
purple foyer, 
stopping at the 
voluminous green 
of the main bar
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